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QUESTION: 44
Which option represents an organizational change objection?

A. A migration is impossible without high costs or operational fallouts.
B. We are expanding and acquiring new business. This is the wrong time to switch to
collaboration.
C. How can a collaboration architecture help reduce our operating expenses?
D. How can we justify the fact that it is far more expensive than upgrading our
existing solution?

Answer: B

QUESTION: 45
Which three building blocks of the business model canvas help to achieve efficiency?
(Choose three.)

A. revenue streams
B. key partners
C. key resources
D. channels
E. cost structure
F. customer segments

Answer: B, C, E

QUESTION: 46
Retail businesses must act quickly in order to innovate, respond to changing market
conditions, enhance customer service, and increase sales. Which option addresses this
requirement?

A. Cisco Lean Retail
B. Cisco Connected Retail
C. Cisco Employee Optimization
D. Cisco Customer Experience Transformation
E. Cisco Secure Store
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 47
Which option represents a megatrend in the marketplace that has impacted
collaboration?

A. dispersed workforces
B. virtualization of the workplace
C. device flexibility
D. expertise on demand

Answer: B

QUESTION: 48
Which Cisco Telepresence product series exemplifies simple-to-use immersive
collaboration?

A. TX Series
B. MX Series
C. Profile Series
D. EX Series

Answer: A

QUESTION: 49
Which two statements describe how Cisco Validated Designs help lo build BOM
faster"? (Choose two.)

A. Cross-architectural aspects assist with proper design.
B. They help a presales engineer to better understand a customer's business.
C. They help to verify any BOM that is created.
D. Cisco architects use Cisco Validated Designs to attach a network diagram to a
BOM. E. Proven, tested designs ensure BOM will not change frequently
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Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 50
Which activity belongs to mapping business requirements to Cisco Collaboration
Architecture?

A. developing the high-level and detailed customer designs
B. applying the requirement to the Cisco architecture reference model
C. identifying items from the architecture that would be used, such as switches and
routers
D. building the customer design

Answer: A
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